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ABSTRACT 
Cloud Computing is an emerging area in IT industry. Cloud Computing is dynamic on demand network access to shared pool 
of configurable resources like networks, servers, storage, applications and services. Cloud users use this service and develop 
application. Now a day’s number of users’ increases to the usage of cloud. At a time availability of resources and based on the 
demand of resources efficient utilization of the task is necessary. Scheduling of the task plays important role in cloud 
computing, it is beneficial for the resource utilization of resources and satisfy the user requirement. In this paper survey 
various task scheduling algorithm and issues related them in cloud computing. 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Task Scheduling, Min-Min Algorithm, Makespan , Average Utilization Ratio 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud Computing is very popular in recent years. Cloud computing provides dynamic services using large scalable and 
virtualized resources through internet. Cloud Computing definition derived by NIST as [9][7] “Cloud computing is a 
model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a Shared pool of configurable computing resources that 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction”. It is pay as 
you go model means users pay the services and use the cloud. Cloud Computing provide three types of services like 
PAAS (Platform As A Service)[7], SAAS (Software As A Service)[7], IAAS (Infrastructure As A Service)[7]. Cloud 
User use the services of the cloud though internet. Now a day’s number of user increases to the usage of cloud so 
number of user increases in the cloud. So at a time availability of the resources and satisfy the customer requirement 
Scheduling is necessary. The scheduling main goal is to balance the load on distributed system, maximum utilization of 
the resources with minimum completion time. In this we study scheduling parameters like performance, Response time, 
waiting time, throughput, makespan etc. 

2. TASK SCHEDULING 
Scheduling of the task is a major activities performed in all the computing environments. Cloud users use the cloud 
resources through internet. So at a time based on demand of resources and availability of the resources scheduling of 
the task is necessary. Task scheduling algorithm in which mapping the task to the cloud environment onto the available 
of resources. The main goal of scheduling algorithm is to spread the load on processors with maximum utilization of 
resources and minimize the total completion time. 
Scheduling Process[3]: 
Scheduling process can be generalized into three categories: 
1) Resource Discovering and filtering [3]: In this stage datacenter broker give the information of current availability of 

resources and collects status information related to the current resources. 
2) Resource selection [3]: In this stage resource is selected based on task and resource parameter. This is deciding stage. 
3)Task submission [3]: In this stage task is submitted to the resources. 

 
Fig 2.1 Task Scheduling Model[6] 
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Scheduling of algorithm has various types like[3]: 
 Static scheduling v/s Dynamic scheduling [3]: In static scheduling algorithm information about status of the task 

and resources is advanced and then schedule the task to the resources. In dynamic scheduling algorithm in which 
task is allocated to runtime. 

 Online v/s Batch mode scheduling [3]: In online scheduling algorithm when job is arriving it is executed. In batch 
mode scheduling is called offline scheduling in which task is scheduled in batch mode means task is executed in 
specific time interval. 

 Preemptive v/s Non-preemptive scheduling [3]: In preemptive scheduling algorithm job can be interrupted to the 
current execution and job can be migrated to another resources. In non-preemptive scheduling algorithm job are 
executed on the resources until job cannot be finished. 

For task scheduling various algorithms is used. There various algorithm is used to schedule the task the 
traditional algorithm is given below: 
1)  FIFO algorithm: In this algorithm First task is first allocated to the resources. In this algorithm job is served Queue.  

It is simple and fast algorithm 
2) Round Robin Algorithm: In this algorithm process are given to the CPU-time or time slice to the FIFO manner. If 

process is not completed in CPU-time then this process given next to the queue. 
3) Min-Min algorithm: In this algorithm minimum size task in batch mode is allocated to the minimum completion 

time of the resources means faster resources. When this algorithm is executed load imbalance problem is occurred. 
4) Max-Min algorithm: In this algorithm maximum size task in batch mode allocated to the minimum completion time 

of the resources means faster resources. 
5) Most fit task scheduling algorithm: It is online mode scheduling algorithm. In which job is executed best fit in the 

queue. 

3. EXISTING SCHEDULING ALGORITHM IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
An efficient Multi Queue Job Scheduling for Cloud Computing [1]: When FCFS and Round Robin algorithm is 
used fragmentation occurs at many stages so wastage of space and customer cost is increased. In this paper author 
proposed MQS (Multi Queue Scheduling) scheduling algorithm. In which first of all task are assigned in ascending 
order and then it is divided into medium, small and large size queue. Then Meta scheduler allocates the task to the 
virtual machine. The result of this algorithm show that increases user satisfaction and utilize the free unused space so 
performance is increased. 
Improved Max-Min Scheduling Model for Task Scheduling in Cloud [2]: In this paper various algorithm is 
discussed and then improve the Max-Min scheduling algorithm. When min-min scheduling algorithm is used resource 
imbalance problem has occurred. In max-min scheduling algorithm maximum size allocated to minimum completion 
time. Makespan is better than Min-Min algorithm. RASA algorithm it is called resource aware task scheduling 
algorithm in which Min-Min and Max-Min both algorithm is combined. When resource is even then Max-Min 
algorithm is used and resource is odd then Min-Min algorithm is used. The result show that RASA algorithm has better 
makespan then Max-Min. Improved max-min algorithm in which largest maximum task is allocated to the slowest 
resources. So other smaller task is executed on faster resources and waiting time is decreased. Result of this algorithm 
is showing that better makespan then all algorithms. 
A Dynamic Optimization Algorithm for task scheduling in Cloud Environment [6]: In this paper algorithm is 
proposed it is beneficial to both the service provider and user. In this paper the task are prioritize based on task 
turnaround time and Resource cost. The prioritization of the task is based on finding best suitable resources in the 
cloud. The results of this algorithm show that improves cost and completion time of tasks as compared to sequential 
assignment. 
User Priority Based Min-Min Scheduling Algorithm for Load Balancing in Cloud Computing [3]: In this paper 
authors solves the resource imbalance and user priority problem. In this priority based load balance algorithm first of 
all the meta task is divided into VIP and Ordinary based (Priority based) group and then minimum size task is given to 
then minimum completion time of the resources. When all the task is assigned to the resources resource imbalance 
problem is created so reschedule the task to the low load resources. The result show that better makespan then Min-Min 
algorithm and user priority also satisfied. Disadvantage of this algorithm is that when high priority task is too large 
then lower priority task has waiting for long time. So, starvation problem is created. 
Priority Based Job Scheduling Algorithm In Cloud Computing [8]: In this paper author proposed new scheduling 
algorithm is based on multi-criteria and multi-decision priority based algorithm. In this algorithm the task is divided 
into three level: object level, attribute level and alternate level. The priority can be set in this algorithm is job resource 
ratio. Bases on priority vector the task is compared with queue. The result of algorithm show that higher throughput 
and less finish time. 
HEFT Based Workflow Scheduling Algorithm for Cost Optimization within Deadline in Hybrid Cloud [5]: In 
this paper proposed algorithm main focus on tasks process availability of resources. In this algorithm resources should 
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be taken based on the lease line of the public cloud to execute the task is completed within deadline and with minimum 
cost. A hybrid scheduling algorithm proposed new concept sub-deadline of the algorithm and allocation of the 
resources in public cloud. This algorithm is used best for selection of resources with minimum cost. The result show 
that minimum cost performance is increased. 

4. COMPARISON 
Table 4.1 Comparison of various scheduling algorithm 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Efficient scheduling algorithm always plays important role in cloud computing. Scheduling is a major issue in cloud 
computing. In this paper I surveyed various existing algorithms related to Cloud Scheduling. In Cloud computing main 
goal of task scheduling is to maximize utilization of resources and satisfy the user requirement. The existing algorithm 
is related to the parameters like makespan, completion time, cost and performance. In existing algorithm when priority 
is considered starvation problem is created. So, there are many aspects of research based on priority and improving 
parameters like makespn, completion time, Performance, Average Utilization Ratio etc. 
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